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  Humans have always needed health care and these cares are mostly done in a 
laboratory or clinic, but nowadays, due to the high cost and unavailability of 
medical equipment, biomedical engineers are looking for suitable solutions to 
personalize medical care. One of the suggested solutions is the use of IOT 
(Internet of Things) technology. In this article, an attempt has been made to 
describe the tools needed by biomedical engineers to advance medical IOT 
technologies. Keywords:  

biomedical engineers, MEMS 

sensors, IOT, Arduino 
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Introduction 

IoT is also called the Internet of Things. Sensors, software, 

and connectivity enable physical things, devices, 

automobiles, structures, and other items to amass and 

exchange data over the Internet.[1] This interconnection 

of devices can then be used to develop various 

applications and services. Increasing automation, 

efficiency, and convenience are all potential benefits of 

IoT.[2] 

The Internet of Things (IoT), in particular Remote Patient 

Monitoring, has significantly impacted the area of 

medicine.[3] Patients' vital signs and health indicators can 

be continuously monitored by IoT devices like wearable 

fitness trackers and medical sensors. Healthcare 

providers can receive this data in real time, allowing for 

the early identification of problems and prompt 

intervention.[4] 

Protection of patient information and safe transfer 

of medical data are among the challenges of 

healthcare Internet of Things, and it is hoped that 

appropriate solutions will be found for them with 

the advancement of technology An overview of the 

gear and software required by biomedical engineers 

to become familiar with the Internet of Things 

technology is given in this article.[5] 

MEMS sensors 

Micro-electro-mechanical systems are a  class of Small 

devices and Systems made up of micromachining 

Processes.[6] MEMS devices can be used independently 

or in a mixture with other devices to make effects of gage. 

Some benefits of MEMS devices include small size, 

lightweight, cheap cost, little power consumption, and 

great functionality Compared to conventional devices.[7] 

MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) sensors 

play a crucial role in medical IOT (Internet of Things) 

applications. They enable the collection of real-time data 

and provide valuable insights for healthcare providers, 

improve patient monitoring, and enhance overall 

healthcare management [8]. 

 

 ASIC 

ASIC (Applications - Integrated  Circuits) are Computer 

chips that combine some dissimilar circuits all on one 

chip- allowing it to be traditionally programmed by 

custom to combine some related purposes that together 

carry out exact overall tasks and cannot be 
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reprogrammed, so they are suitable for devices that do 

not need to be changed during their lifetime.[9,10] 

ASICs can reduce cost, size, and energy needs by 

developing a circuit, particularly for the required task 

[11]. 

 

FPGA 

FPGA attitudes for Field-Programmable Gate Array. It 

is a combined circuit that can be programmed afterward 

manufacturing to perform specific logic functions.[12] 

FPGAs consist of a grid of programmable logic blocks and 

interconnections that allow users to create custom digital 

circuits.[13] 

FPGAs are widely used in medical imaging and signal 

processing. In medical IOT applications, where devices 

need to adapt to evolving standards, protocols, and 

computational requirements, FPGAs have the flexibility 

and reprogramming ability to make them an ideal 

solution.[14] 

 

CPU 

Central Processing Unit, or CPU. It is frequently 

described as a computer or electrical device's "brain".[15] 

The majority of calculations and instructions that make a 

computer work are executed by the CPU. It executes 

fundamental mathematical, logical, control, and 

input/output (I/O) functions as instructed by computer 

programs.[16] 

The CPU is not able to do tasks at the same time and 

performs the tasks sequentially. Unlike FPGA, the CPU 

only can manage digital signals. For this purpose, ADC or 

DAC converters are used to convert the analog signal to a 

digital signal or vice versa.[17] 

  

MCU 

An embedded system's microcontroller is a miniature 

integrated circuit that controls a single process.[18] 

.A  usual microprocessor comprises a  CPU, memory, 

and input/output accessories on a signal chip, these pins 

permit the device to direct or accept both analog and 

digital info from sensors. MCUs are cheap and 

available.[19] 

Microcontrollers bring intelligence and connectivity to 

medical IOT devices, enabling real-time data analysis, 

remote monitoring, and better overall healthcare 

outcomes.[20] They provide the necessary processing 

power, low-power operation, and communication 

capabilities required for these applications.[21] 

 

Arduino 

An open-source electronics platform named Arduino is 

made on humble hardware and software directing a set 

of commands to the board's microprocessor will instruct 

your board what to do.[22] You use the Arduino software 

(IDE), which is founded on processing, and the Arduino 

programming language .[23] 

Programming Arduino boards require the C/C++-like 

Arduino programming language. The IDE of the Arduino 

(Integrated Development Environment), which is also 

used for compilation and uploading, is where code for the 

Arduino board is written. However, different 

programming environments, such as Atmel Studio, are 

also compatible with Arduino.[24] 

Arduino and their derivative microcontroller were 

designed very easy to use and It is a positive point.[25] 

 

CLOUD CONNECTIVITY 

Many IOT platforms use cloud connectivity to collect, 

store, and analyze data and there are more than 600 IOT 

platforms.[26] These platforms are usually focused on 

providing a web-based dashboard and a database to 

assemble and display data. You have to pay money to use 

some of these platforms.[27] Sometimes in IOT, we need 

a large amount of storage which may require a lot of 

bandwidth. For this reason, we should get to know cloud 

platforms and their costs before doing anything.[28] 

 

Communication PROTOCOLS 

(HTTP) and (MQTT) two of the most general 

communication protocols in IOT platforms. MQTT is an 

info-conduction procedure.[29] IBM  advanced it in 1999 

for conveying data between low-power sensors. It is 

founded on the print /subscribe model. HTTP is a  named 

procedure.  So, the HTTP  procedure lets us post 

information to a server, which any other client can also 

request.[30] MQTT is  Among the top messaging 

technologies to install for your IOT network, It is cheap,  

quick, lightweight, and scalable.[31] 

 

Serial PROCESSING 

MCU has to read info from the sensor,  transform an 

analog to digital, and save that data in it.[32] When 

enough information is calm in memory, the MCU has to 

direct the information to the cloud.[33] A signal-core 

MCU cannot execute the next instruction until the 

previous instruction has been completed, which is why 

multi-core MCUs or systems that syndicate  FPGAs with 

MCUs are used.[34]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

As it is known, IOT in health care is a multidisciplinary 

technology, which is why it is necessary for biomedical 
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engineers to be familiar with the basic principles of  IOT 

technology so that they can find a better understanding 

of the application of this technology in medicine and tools 

with a lower cost and design higher efficiency. 
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